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Abstract 

Circular relativistic beam has a field 
with a nonaveraged stochastic component of 
the spatially localized packages of the hard 
part of synchrotron radiation (so-called ‘6 
-regions). The scattering of beam particles 
in 6 -regions is considered. In storage 
rings with colliding beams the scattering in 

8 -regions of particles havina velocities 
of opposite directions is more essential. 
For LEP the losses per cycle are ry 10% of 
those by sgnchrotron radiation. Besides the 
beam swelling the scattering also causes a 
widening of the spectrum of betatron oscil- 
lation frequencies. 

Ibtroductdon 

The electrodynamic interaction forces be- 
tween curvilinearly accelerated relativistic 
electrons and influence of these forces on 
the electron bunch shape in the synchrotron 
and millitron have been originall- investi- 
gated in 1947,~plgk3 by I.E.Tamm [I T . Later 
on, an unjustified rectilinear approximation 
of particles trajectories was used (see, for 
examnle 121 1. therefore I shall remind the 
resuits of-[iJ . The general expressions for 
twobody electrodynamic forces were obtained 
by approximate solution of the retardation 
expression in the Lienard-Vichert potentials. 
There was introduced a region of "small dis- 
tances”, where trajectories curvature is ne- 
gligible and interaction forces are Coulomb- 
iike. The azimuthal component of resulting 
force was calculated and the stabilits of 
the bunch with respect to the electro& azi- 
muthal oscillations was examined. 

The particles trajectories curvature have 
been taken into account when calculating the 
collective beam fields in [3-71 too. Besides 
electrodynamic forces the field pattern of 
one particle is analgsed here. It is shown 
that a $ -dependent field region ( 8 -re 
rl is the Lorentz-factor of the narticle '5 

ion, 

separeted out of Coulomb region bhich has 
is 

small transverse sizes and stretches out 
along radius near particle's orbit. This 6 
-region is the snace localization of the 
hard part of synchrotron radiation. 

In this work the value of particles scat- 
tering in 6 -regions is estimated. The in- 
fluence of such scatterings on beam dynamics 
is discussed. 

Field of one charge 

!&e field of charge moving on circle with 
radius R has complicated Structure. The 
field is Coulomb-like in the region with siz- 
es Let us introduce the cylindrical 
syste; ( l R+x 4) z >, where azimuth 

4 is counted along the motion of particle, 
x and z are transverse deviations. 

Outside the Coulomb rep;ion a r( -region can 
be separated out along the line 3@=-(2x/RyJ2, 
z-0 and has small transverse size - R ?i -3 in 
orbital plane and vertical Sk%? (XR)"*$-' 

(here the field is- 2@e 6' R-3'2~-'/2 >. 
The total field of the beam is defined by 

particles density p . In the total ‘d -regi- 
ons intersecting case ( p $2 (R 6, ry2x4 , 

6, - is the bunch"s radial size) the beam 
may be looked upon as continuous one. This 
continuity condition however is not fulfill- 
ed for electron accelerators and storage 
rings with energy 3 1 GeV. Here collective 
beam field consists of smooth component and 
peaks of hard part of synchrotron radiation, 
which don% intersect in average. The peaks 
structure is defined by particles microsco- 
pic distribution of the beam, therefore in 

171 this component is called stochastic. 
The field smooth component, in particular, 

shifts the betatron oscillations frequency+, 
by the value a-+,-Ayz,~b,/~,~ , where 6, 
is the vertical size of the beam, re =e2/mc", 

the'wo;k L8 1 
IO [5,61 . It is necessery to note 

where beam self field was con- 
sidered in co;tinuous charged ring model. In 
such model the stochastic component is ab- 
sent. 

Shift of momentum 

In electron beam the particles scattering 
in 8 -region takes place statistically inde- 
pendently of each other, therefore it is pos- 
sible to separate two particles interaction. 
In [ 71 the shift of the momentum (within the 
finite retarded time interval ( t:, ti)) of 
the charge e, resting in the point $, is 
calculated, caused by Lienard-Vichert field 
Of the charge e moving by arbitrary but gi- 
ven trajectory. It is given by the expressi- 
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t: 
,!+‘$ JL-&+ 

ii 
wQ (t-t’){+- Kp”) Iti 3, (I) 

t: 4 N 
WhCHYZ t = t'+'I~o-t3(tw , r;= (r",-;t(tq/li",- WI ) 

$c = d 'z'W/dt' . 
This expression by Lorentz transformation 

can be generalized for the case, when charge 
e, is moving rectilinearly: rectilinear ap- 

proximation for scattering charge trajectory 
only is evidently acceptable because we are 
interested in charge e0 intersecting with 
narrow 6 -regions. 

The first term in (7) is Coulomb-like and 
is independent of 6 . The second term vanis- 
hes in the integral over whole trajectory, 
i.e. the radiation doesn't contribute in the 
momentum shift in first order on the field. 

Integral of friction force 

The particles scattering on the hard part 
of synchrotron radiation is to be studied by 
means of quantum methods. However, this is 
difficult since the synchrotron radiation 
dispersion consists of w 8' main harmo- 
nics. For preliminary evaluations we use the 
estimates of the friction forces due to the 
charge e, . In spite of the fact that the 
field of one charge isn't quasi-classical for 
large number of scattering perhaps the clas- 
sical result will be restored l91 . 

The component of the friction force 3 
acting on the charge e. moving with veloci- 
ty ZC , contributing into the integral 
along the trajectory 2 (t'> is written as 

f”=- $ gj-{(~+pi3]f- (izpj, (2) 

where r= (i-gj’” g and g are electric 
and magnetic fields'of the charge e . The 
crossing time of 5 -region by charge e, is 
of order 

*t.LR 1+ (f-B)LOSB 
3 cg" 9 

I- fscose (3) 

where e is the angle between the directions 
of the motion of 1 -region and the iJc 

Taking into account the fact that the eli- 
ctric field is directed along the 8 -region 
and the magnetic field is perpendicular to 
the orbit plane, we find an expression for 
energy losses of particle during a single act 
of scattering: 

Gf -(64/9)(~~/~~)11~(~-Bcore).1~1C*, (4) 

where x is the radial deviation between ex- 
ternal scattered and internal scattering par- 
ticles and p is set N B 

First, let us consider theOscattering of 
particles moving in one beam. Since ‘d -regi- 

on moves perpendicular to its direction, we 
find O-l?r/d>,al' for distances x greater 
than interpartiole distances. For beams with 
angular spread of order 8“ we obtain 
therefore Af,y~ (64/3)('$/6?)8'* MC' . This is 
a small quantity even in comprasion with the 
energy change due to the Coulomb part of in- 
teraotion b E, . 

If scattering takes place in 6 -region 
of colliding beam particle, than At,,~(t28/4)~ 

.(‘t;/l?x)$ mc’ . For head-on collision the A&/AE‘ 

N (W) he% / RZ > ij 6 in distances as little as 
x710 -5 cm. 

Influence on beam dynamics 

The intersections of u -regions occur 
practically instantly for any value of 8 . 
It means that the effect of acatterings of 
particles in d -regions is similar to the 
quantum swinging caused by self radiation. 

The number of such acts per cycle is pro- 
portional to that of particles in the beam 
and to the radial shifts of particle from eq- 
uilibrium trajectory. This causes the widen- 
ing of the spectrum of frequencies of beta- 
tron oscillations. 

In the storage rings with colliding elec- 
tron beams the scattering in $ -regions of 
particles with velocities of opposite direc- 
tions is more essential. The enerq losses 
per cycle per particle areN(32/8~)(tQ/Rz)~~M 
from overall losses by synchrotron radiation, 
where n is the number of scattering acts, 
z is the mean value of impact pcrameter. 

For LEP this ratio is N IO%, if N is set to 
be of order of particles total number and ft 
is CY 1 cm. However, the influence of the such 
scatterings is less rough than in the effect 
of quantum swinging, because the number of 
radiated hard quanta per cycle<< N. 

The author is sincerely grateful to A.Ts. 
Amatuni and G.A.Nagoraky for lasting stimu- 
lating interest to the work. 
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